SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This Settlement Agreement is made the
BETWEEN:

day of

1993.

EASTWEST AIRLINES (OPERATIONS) LIMITED a corporation organized
and existing under the laws of Australia having its offices at 501 Swanston
Street, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia ("EWA")

AND

ANSETT TRANSPORT INDUSTRIES (OPERATIONS) PTY LIMITED a
corporation organized and existing under the laws of Australia having its
offices at 501 Swanston Street, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia (" Ansett11);

AND

AVCO CORPORATION a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Delaware, by and through its TEXTRON LYCOMING
TURBINE ENGINE DIVISION, having its offices at 550 Main Street,
Stratford, Connecticut 06497 ("Textron Lycoming").
WHEREAS, Ansett and EWA are the operators of certain BAe 146 Aircraft powered

by ALF502 gas turbine engines manufactured by Textron Lycoming (the "Engines"); and
WHEREAS, Ansett and EWA have alleged that they experienced engine bleed air
problems between the date of purchase of the aircraft in 1989 and early 1993 (the
"incidents") and that their experience with the Engines has shown that various deficiencies
and inadequacies exist in the Engines, and that such deficiencies and inadequacies have
resulted in economic loss to Ansett and EWA, (the "Loss"); and
WHEREAS, Textron Lycoming has denied that there exist any such deficiencies or
inadequacies in the Engines, or that Ansett and EWA or either of them have suffered
economic loss due thereto; and
WHEREAS, Textron Lycoming and Ansett and EWA desire to settle and terminate
immediately all disputes, differences and claims between them in relation to the Loss and
to avoid future controversy and expense with respect to the foregoing:
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises herein
contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
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wrjich is hereby acknowledged by each party to the other, Ansett and EWA and Textron
Lycoming hereby agree as follows:
1.
PURPOSE. The parties acknowledge and agree that this Settlement
Agreement is entered into for the purposes of settlement of the claims of the parties in
relation to the Loss only and that nothing contained herein, nor any performance
hereunder, shall be construed as an admission of liability on the part of Textron Lycoming.
2.

CASH PAYMENT. Textron Lycoming agrees to pay to EWA the cash sum

:

of ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS (U.S.) (U.S. $150,000.00) within thirty
days of the Signing hereof.
3.

PARTS CREDIT. In addition to the foregoing, Textron Lycoming agrees to

provide to Ansett and EWA a total credit of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS (U.S)
(US$100,000), to be used by each or either of Ansett and EWA but otherwise to be nontrarasferable. This credit is to be used against accounts receivable due from Ansett or
EWA to Textron Lycoming relating to the purchase of new spare parts and/or new parts
usQd during repair. The amount of credit applied to each such purchase will be the list or
otherwise applicable price of the said new spare parts and/or new parts used during
repair. The Parts Credit is not to be applied until after the date of signing this Settlement
Agreement and is to be utilised in full on or before 31 December 1994. The existing
accounts receivable to which the Parts Credit is to be applied are listed at the Schedule
hereto. A credit instalment of US$34,000 is to be applied immediately upon the execution
of this Settlement Agreement towards the invoices listed. A second instalment of credit of
US$33,000 is to be applied to outstanding accounts receivable listed in the Schedule
hereto as at 1 April 1994. A final credit instalment of US$33,"000 is to be applied to
outstanding accounts receivable listed in the Schedule hereto as at 1 August 1994. Any
amcpunts still outstanding from the accounts receivable listed at the Schedule after the
application of the Parts Credit will be paid to Textron Lycoming by Ansett or EWA after 1
August 1994.

SCHEDULE
Invoice Number

Date

US$

S000031885
1000269845

300993
100993

50659.99
1621.23

1000270912
1000271124
1000271164
100027336

240993
280993
280993
291063

6323.91
4502.80
762.48
1193.22

1000271415

011093

2668.58
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1000271419
1000271447
100027448
1000271462
1000271510
1000271581
1000271607
100271608

011093
011093
011093
011093
021093
021093
021093
021093

1399.44
9378.58
812.08
2429.08
1804.58
1804.23
1804.23
703.23

1000271611
1000271612
1000271613

021093
021093
021093

1804.23
1804.23
6523.16

1000271614
1000271704

021093
111093

1804.23
884.33
$100,687.84

4.

RELEASE. Ansett and EWA and both of them have remised, released and

forever discharged, and by these presents, do for" themselves and their successors and
assigns, remise, release and forever discharge Textron Lycoming and Textron Lycoming's
parent, related or affiliated corporations, and their officers, directors, employees and
representatives, predecessors, successors, administrators and assigns (collectively
"Releasees") of and from all, and all manner of action and actions, cause and causes of
actions, suits, claims and demands whatsoever, in law or in equity, which against said
Releasees, Ansett or EWA or either of them ever had, now have or which Ansett's or
EWA's successors or assigns hereafter can, shall, or may have for, upon or by reason of
any matter, cause or thing whatsoever from the beginning of the world to the date hereof.
• Ansett and EWA warrant that there has been no assignment or other transfer of any
interest to any claim relating to the Loss which they may have had against Releasees, and
Ansett and EWA and both of them shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend Releasees
frqm any claim or liability which may be asserted by anyone or any entity claiming such an
assignment or transfer, or any other claim relating to the incidents.
5.
MISCELLANEOUS. This Settlement Agreement embodies the entire
agreement and understanding between Ansett and EWA and Textron Lycoming and
supersedes all prior agreements and understandings relating to the subject matter hereof,
and this Settlement Agreement may not be modified or amended or any term or provision
hereof waived or discharged except in writing signed by the party against whom such
amendment, modification, waiver or discharge is sought to be enforced. All of the terms
of this Settlement Agreement, whether so expressed or not, shall be binding upon the
respective successors and assigns of the parties hereto and shall inure to the benefit of,
and shall be enforceable by, the parties hereto and their respective successors and
assigns, except that the cash payment identified in Paragraph 2 and the parts credit set
forth in Paragraph 3 hereinabove shall not be transferable to any party except as provided
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in paragraph 3 including, but not limited to Ansett's and EWA's successors and assigns.
This Settlement Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with, and
governed by, the laws of the State of Connecticut, excluding that State's conflict or choice
of law rules. The headings in this Settlement Agreement are for reference only and shall
not affect in any way the meaning and interpretation of this Settlement Agreement.
No failure or delay on the part of any party hereto in exercising any right hereunder
shall operate as a waiver thereof; nor shall any single or partial exercise of any right or the
exercise of any other right hereunder preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the
exercise of any other right. No right or remedy provided for herein is intended to be
exclusive of any other right or remedy, and every right and remedy shall, to the extent
permitted by law. be cumulative and in addition to every other right or remedy given
nereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or otherwise, and shall not
prevent the concurrent assertion or employment of any other appropriate right or remedy.
Except as specifically agreed to otherwise in writing in advance by Textron
Lycoming and Ansett and EWA and both of them agree to maintain the existence and all
terms of this Settlement Agreement in strictest confidence and to disclose any terms
hereof or information relating hereto only to its employees and legal or other professional
advisors. Disclosure to such advisors however may only be made if they agree to be
bound to the confidentiality requirement set forth herein on a "need-to-know" basis.

AVCO CORPORATION
TEXTRON LYCOMING TURBINE
DIVISION

AWSETT TRANSPORT
INDUSTRIES
(OPERATIONS) PTY LIMITED

By:

(Njame):
(Title):
WITNESS:

M COMMON SEAL of ANSETT TRANSPORT INDUSTRIES
(OPERATIONS) PROPP^RY LIMITED ras hereunto
affixed i
____ Director
C-A

_ Director
Secretary
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THE. C.cmfnCVo =Sc.i'A.L- T.^
qASTWEST AIRLINES^ (OPERATIONS)
UMITED i_oftj

(fiJame):

ffittejr
WlTNCGi

>Sujet
>Date :
>From:
>To:

Re:
04/10/00
crmack@rcn.com (carl mackerer)

>
Thanks. After listening to this, I conclude that we have not moved
>forward toward solving this problem. Health effects are blamed on oils
>because an odor is present; OP's are lumped together as a group
>although toxicity varies enormously between specific compounds in the
>class; activists continue to stir the pot; and politicians are being
>urged to do something. None of the available toxicity data for the oils
>and their components suggests that toxic effects would be seen in
>animals or humans. In addition, the proposed toxic components have not
>been found to any appreciable degree in the cabins. Of course the oils
>have not received the same amount of testing as a drug would receive
>because they are not meant for high dose long term human exposures and
>are, in effect, overlabelled for the worst possible effects imaginable.
>Compounding the problem is that, despite extensive research, no
>acceptable replacement for TCP has been found that will allow an oil to
>pass the stringent engine tests, and the market for the oil is very
>small for a large company to pursue, however, only a large company with
>existing world wide distribution network can handle such a low volume
>product (internet not withstanding) . The profit on this product is not
>high enough to support a very expensive research program by the oil
>manufacturers and little would be lost to a manufacturer by simply
>dropping the product.

Richard.!
3ate: 04/9/97 3:25 PH
.•Tiority: Normal
CO; Dei Lewis at MKXQl
CO: Daa.SullivanSalliedsignal.com at AtjpjgTT
CO: Robert.Wilson@alliedaignal.com at "
rO: Donnio.MeuorSaXliodoignal ,009 at.

CO:
EO:
It):
ZC:
:C:
"X.'.

Jack.Harnon&slliedsignal.com at
5teve.Hurphy@alliedsigaal.com at ANSETT
donlove&aen.cow at AHSETT
George .Durkin@alliedsig&al .com at_ANSETT
Jim.HQhn@alliedsignal.com at ANSETT
Rob.MaharfalliedsigBal.com at AHSETT

X: Larry,Caaillas^alliedsignal.ccan at ANSETT

:C: Httnt.Jessup&alliedsignai,com at ANSETT
Subject; Prwliminary Trip-Report for Air Quality
Message Contents

Testing at. Ansett.

One grou&d last aad five' flight tests wars performed while at Ansatt
Airlines in Brisbane, Australia from August 22 to 25, 1997.
August 22: Pack Burnout-/ C02 test on cargo aircraft.
Test results indicated that pack burnout did not fully remove
hydrocarbons from bleed air.
August 23: Qrouad Tost - Aircraft S-'W VWI.

Main onsinas had #9 seal

meads. AFU had ejector mod.
Sun&a canisters and bleed air contamination monitor analyses were
conducted during pack burnout to measure contaminants generated during
pack burnout.
Aircraft filters were das to be changed, but left installed for our
testing.
Bleed air results showed again that pack burnouts did not remove
hydrocarbons completely.
August 24: Son- Hsveaue night Test. Aircraft S/N VWI
Flight test was performed with high time aircraft filters.
Parameters to be measured on this flight included:
Air Flow
Smok« cartridgw to«t

Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Oxygen
I4etkane
Ozone
DUPH cartridge for post analysis of Aldehydes
Suxnna Caaiatars for post analysis of Volatile organic Compounds
In addition, the Queensland Health Scientific Services (equivalent to
our NIOSH) porformed sample trappiajf for post aaalysis

and a

fomAldebyde analysis.
Two flight attendants representing their uniion safety committee were
also present to assist in the sample collection.
The flight was segmented iato takeoEf.-cliab. cmise, and
descent-landing for the purposes of sample gathering.
Odors-wesw—
detected during takeoff and landing.
Preliminary results from this flight were as follows:
1. airflow on the left hand side of the aircraft is higher than the
rignt slde( 0,7 K/sec VB. 0.5S M/'aac.). The aisle was stagnant. Airflow
at th« raturn grills was Q.I M/ sec.
2. Tha saaoke test indicated that the area betwaea the overhead storage
was a dead pocket. Flight attendants work with their heads in this dead
air epaea. Th» rear 0»ll«y haw no fr»«h *ir. It if strictly
recirculated. The oven vents are the only exit.
The flight attendants apend up to 55-60% of their time in the aft galley
when not servicing passengers.
3. Temperature and humidity:
Temperature was constant within a half of a degree from the beginning to
the end of flight. It was constant from th» front to the rear of the
aircraft. The humidity level started «t 33^405: jp and waa down to zero
in 90 minutes. The cockpit dried out almost iimwsdiataly after takeoff.
Th* cabin was at 10 « 30 minutes into flight. Air flow »KXO a*l«et*d to
full fresh, which is the common position for all Ansett rwenue flights.
4. Carbon Dioxide remained around 400 pp» in all areas except the aft
galley, which approached 1000 pjra. No dry ice was present on this
flight. No carbon monoxide, methane, or ozone were detected.
5. Cabin altitude reached 24.85 in Hg at altitade.(50QO ft cabin
altitude) Actual aircraft altitud* was 22,000 ft at cruise.
6. Formaldehyde, a decomposition product of fuel, oil, and hydraulic

fluid,

was detected at the aft gali*y ?;*.>««**•;9$ '%'

using a passive dosimeter. The occupational li»it_of.... j-^;,^-'- ,
Australia is 0.2 ppm. This is of contra because th* addative ••Ffeet of
this substance mast be taken into accost *i*h other substancas. This
asseesmeat will take place during final data analysis.
Preliminary findings are that tie aft galley is a coafmad spaces and
requires more ventilation. Don Love of AVRO is looking at ways to
modify the rear air supply to put morw fresh air into thie area

and

remove more stale air.
,
.
,
August 24-25:
4 revenue Flight segments. Aircraft filters changed
after aon revenue flight. So odors were detected during takeoff and
laadiag. Bo carbon .oaoxi*. or- w«t.K*n« «.«T* A.^etad.
Ozona «»s not:
tested since it was not present ia the non revenue "lfhtDuring outbound flights, Cabia air was selected forfull fresh.
Duriag return flights, cabin air was selected for 40* recirculated air.
All flights wars aear capacity. ( 77-80 wrtoas on board)
During full fresh air flights, the cockpit 4ri«4 out almost
instaataneouely. The remainder of the cabin dried out in 45 minutes to
3-5* RH. Temperatures w«r« constant throughout; tn« aircraft. Carbon
dioxide ia the air supplied to the cabin was constantly under 500 ppm .
Tl«f
woe around 1000Pp».
«f l»vel
»ve in
n th- cabin
ca
. at, w.aaur»d au th« cabin
fan air. Levels of carbon dioxide in the aft galley never fell below
2000 ppm but exceeded 5000 ppn at tiaes. Dry ice was present on all 4
service carts .
During 405: reniretilated air flights, the humidity ia the eockpxt again
fell to zero. The humidity in the cabin fell to between 10-20X.
depending on the humidity of the outside air. Temperatures were
consta&t! Lavele of carbon dioxide in the cabin fan air were around
2500 ppm. Levels in the aft g&lley were the saae as during full fresh
air.
Dry ic* was present on all four service carts.
Oxygen was stable in all flights at 20.9 *, except for takeoff, when it
dipped to 19. S X momentarily.
,
I 3«M,rv»d b-ror* th* las* flight a.3«»«t *ka* *ha puafca lo«vr« x* t,h«
lavatory was closed and opened it before takeoff. Lavatory odors were
noted in the rear rows during the last flight, also indicating poor
ventilation in the aft galley.

Observation Bade from this testing indicate the Following:
1. Clean filters are sufficient to remove any ground odors from engines,
apu's, and other sources.
.
. , » * • *
2. Pack bums didn't appear to remove all organic material. In fact,
TricresVl phoapate is being detected oy aeaitfl aajl safety measurements
during and after pack burns. Levels Measured on the bleed air
contamination monitor during pack ^"•m »«ire '4^-frj*-g*a***' *° **
allow for engine acceptance ia our AW facili|
ot the

l B'H:

£ilt*r «d

re*«c* it.

effectiveness for trapping lighter hydrocarbons by loading it up «th
higher molecular weight substances, the test cr*»r is recommending that
Ansett look into bacfcf lushing the filters with steam and hot air dry lag
on a routine basis and eliminating pack bums. Ta* air system should be
- topt eus cool as poBsifale. This shpuld also increase the life
— ««p«e**nce-of-the cks. ^ fiitert^should -last-lxiKger^ and ba^more
effective. Usiag Tdelta P measttresent for naasuring filter life is not
applicable since the primary purpose of tb* filter is not to trap
parciculates. but volatile organic material.
It was observed that odors could b« caused since the ap« bleed air is
hottsr than the air from th* maia engiaes. Pre cooling the apu air may
be a way to reduce odor generation from the ECS; system.
3. Typically p«r«ono on board th* aircraft ehouldb. abl» t.n h«rjdl* 2WO
ppm C02 as they were exposed to on the flights witdrrecircuiated air.
Carbon dioxide in the lungs is around 52000 ppm. This may improve
comfort perception. It is desirable to hava humidity greater than 20 *
•*. n»e aft galley is a confined space. Flight attendants should
minimize tia» in the aft galley and trade off working m this area until
ventilation is improved.

r A C S !M!LS
T R A N S W H S S i O~N

ANSETTAUSTRALIA

Occupational Medicine" '
Cnr. Grants & Service Road
Melbourne Airport,
Tullamarine
Vic. 3043
Email
Dai_ lawis@ansettcom.au

To

Cpt Trevor Jensen

Teh

lot
81-3-9373-7800
Oom (03) 9373-7800

Fax:

Int
Dom

Fax

Auto

SI-3 9373 7807
(03) 9373 7807

GOM
From

Dr.Dai Lewis
Medical Director

Date

4 December 1997

Re

B Ae 146 certification

Page

1 of 10

Trevor,
I have heard on the grape vone that the Allied Sig report is being presented to you this am
Greg Vaughan has tracked down the CM Aircratt Certification Requirements that the 146 was
supposed to meet
On a quick scan please note:
•

Page 2 para 3.2.2 Ventilation The 146 fails this!

•

Page 3 para 3.3.10 (b) Carbon Dioxide The new FM requirement is no more than
S.QOOppm parts per million
3.3.10 (d) Noxious vapours . Fails

.

3.3.10(e) Contamination

«

Page 6 Strength Para 6.3

•

Para? Tests Doubt if they did?

•

Appendix Pagel para 3 does not meet

.

Fails
Fai's

Para 4 Doesn't meet .we measure less than 0.3 m/min
Para 5 Need to check against Allied report Doubt if meets
This is a rush
Regards
Dai

Caution

This Facsimile message may contain privileged and confidential information. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution or reproduction of this document is prohibited. If you received this message in error,
please notify us immediately by facsimile or telephone.
Official Airliw of
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SUBJECTION D&—EOUIPMENTr,,iNSTALliATl,aNS
CHAPTER D6—If

VENTILATION ANDPRESS URIZATI O N O F
AND PASSENGES CONl^ARf HENTS

. i

. • . - . . -

•••••,

.i

Issued, Is! October. 1916
I

A'PMJCABIuTY Tie requirements of this Chapter D6—11 which apply to
pressurization systems are applicable to aeroplanes for which certificating,:for Sight at
altitudes not greater than 13700 m (45,000 ft) is desired. la the case of aeroplanes
intended for flight at altitudes greater than 13 700-m (45,000 ft) ;the. variation of, and
additions to, the;requirements shall be decided in consnltati6~n:with:tae CAA.

PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENTS

...

2.1 Where means are provided for raising the "pressure in'a compartment above that of
th'e autside atmosphere, it shall be established that the'compartmeiit and the associated
eqtii^kint are capable 6f maintaiiiing, and's^tSble'for o^rafeii ats differentia!
pressures up to the" declared differential pressures ifaltftiides up to the declared maximum
altitude h. The differential pressure-.is.regardedias positive when the internal pressure
.exceeds theiptternaj oressurc,
. .
,
,:
:,;.
2.2 The following shall be declared:
(a) The maximum differential pressure Apr, which is defined as the higiiest pressure
permitted by th,e. pressure relieving deyice(s) in tjie eppipartERent,
(b) The highest normal working differential pressure Ap, which is defined as the maximum differential pressure controlled .by. the pressure regulator, prescribed in 4.1(e).
NOTES: (!) It is permissible to use nominal values rather than the highest pressures, provided that
the tolerances sit not large.
•
'
. •
••
'•
(2) The Ap of 2.2(b) is the same as that of D3—7, !„'

(c) The maximum aeroplane altitude, h.
These limitations shall be stated in the Flight-Manual.
2:3 The declared value of Ap shall be sufficient to .eftsure aa-absoiute compartment
pressure, at the maximum aeroplane altitude, h, equivalent tp an altitude not greater
than 2500 m (8,000 ft).
NOTE: Where ft is desired to operate at altitudes in aax» &&&.$&&&&. mimmnfu aeropiaoe altitude
h, on the basis of the provision of a supply of oxygen, the CAA Ish'otild be 'cohsuHcd.

2.4 The pressurized compartments and assc>ciat{?d ]aV supply and pressure- coatrol
systems shall be so designed that in tiie event of a'taflufe and talcing account of Hkeiy
crew actions compliance will be shown with (a) tq(c).
(a) No Failure assessed as Reasonably Probable will result in the compartment altitude
exceeding 4500 m (15,000 ft).
(b) No Failure assessed as Remote will result in the compartment altitude exceeding
7500 m (25,000 ft).

GSARTEROfcu||< • - . . • - : > • . • » • " • • - •
- VENTILATION & PRESSURIZATION OF CREW
& PASSENGER COMPARTMENTS

SUBJECTION. D&u • . r-.;
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS

(c)*-11ie.pr'60abiUry of conditions hazardous to the occupants shallbe Extremely Remote,
NOTE: la showing compliance with 2.4: —
• (aVa-.faulh
wK.tfifi-au. fuyuy ajramSi jhjc prcssviB control system, and damage .to the
!^ykiB£r5S#lt#a Faijiirem the^ aeroplane, is required in accordance with
(b) consideration wiH have to be given to 3 J, D6—11 App., 3,5 and 6.

3

COMPARTMENT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (see D6—i I App.)
3,1

General ••

3.1.1; Compliance shall, be shown with the requirements of this paragraph 3 in both
pressurized,and unpressurized flight Provision shall also be made to ensure that
such ventilation can be provided with die aeroplane on the ground
NOTES: (I) It is desirable, particularly for the flight crew, to meet this ground case using selfcontained equipment in the aeroplane, e.g. an AFU.
:
(2) For combustion heater systems, ses-Dfr—5.
'•
•
;

3.1.2 Means shall be provided to enable the flight crew adequately to control environmental conditions fox. the 'gight-crew 'compartment. Wh^re"'separate control is
provided1 for' other ccjinpajtniients, this stiafl not seriously affect the facility for the
flight crew to control conditions in the fiight^srew compartmenL
3.1.3 The temperature in occupied compartments shall be so controlled that conditions
hazardous to the occupants are Extremely Remote. The temperature ia the Sightcrew compartment shall be suitable for safe control of the aeroplane.

3.2.1 The supply of fresh air, for any period exceeding 5 minutes, shall be not less
than:—
(a) 0-0038 kg/s (0^5 Jb/min) per person in nonaal operation.
(b) (WX)3 kg/s (0-4 Ib/min) per person in the event of the loss of one source of supply;
see however, Note (2). .
•:
NOTES: (1) The total number of persons will be taken as bdngiequal.to.fe; total, number of scabs
quoted in the Flight Manual as avaUable for use by passengers and crew,
(2) Some reductions in the prescribed air flow may.- be accepted provided' adequate control
of compartment environment can be maintained to a level acceptable to the CAA.
the aeroplane will
.
.
(3) Where the fresh air supply . meet 3
7500 ni. (
Abiinally be'lMtcd to maj
and 16 any other
ANO'Scafe'
limitations that miight be called for by

3.2.2 Compartments used by passengers and crew shall be so ventilated that there is {
adequate air dStribUtiph to all parts. '"
;
3.2.3 AJT intakes essential to the operation of the air supply system shall be suitably '
protect^ Against; blockage, e.g. by ice, dirt.
3.3

Contamiaatioa (see D6—II App., 5)

i
3.3.1 The air supply, pressure control and distribution system shall be arranged so as J
to provide for the effective evacuation of smoke from any occupied compartment, .'
while complying with 2.4 (see also Section J, Chapter Jl—3, 7.6). Acceptable
procedures shall be established and demonstrated by test

SUB-ScCT!OMCD.«-<3'T. •• "-'-.
EQUIPMENT aNSTALLATIONS

.

. .

••$?f>R€ssu.fuzATioN:OF CREW

& PASSENGER. GbHPARtMENTS' ':;..••• • • • • . - .

3.3.2 la analysing faults which may occur in devices aESbciated'witMhe ventilation and
pressurization system, allowance shall be made for the effects of deposits of tobacco
tar,
3.3.3 No Failure assessed as Recurrent or Remote shall result in leakage into the air.
; supply (kg: from a.cabin air beat exchanger), which would'hazard the aeroplane or s
its
3.3.4 In normal operation or after a Failure in the Power-plant, it shall be shown that i
dangerous concentrations of hannful substances cannot occur-in occupied compart-:
;Vwhere^the cabin au-rsupply is:obtained;froni'adirect:t2pping'011 a turbine9
3.3.5 Where hazardous contamination of the air supply or increased fire hazard
might iqthejwse result fropi a ^ower-plant.fire,, those parts;of the^ajr .supply system :
installed within a Designated Fin; Zone (see DSrrS), including, thei air supply shut-off'
valve, shall be Fireproof.
3.3.6 The air supply to compartments normally occupied by passengers or crew which
passes .through compartments inaccessible in Sight shall be ducted through such
compartments.
3.3.7 The air intake(s) shall be so arranged! "that in Sonnal or aiiy fa;ult conditions, .
contaminated air will not be supplied to occupied compartments or to other regions
to such' an' "extent as tt> create a hazard.
' •'*<
:
:.;. r -':-..(! "US: 'ft.

\'\ .::••' ".:.'t \

.

•;

• > :•'.•• •

-•••'•

NOTE: Either they should not be such as to collect hazardous quajjtjties.
spray or goidaace should be given in the Flight Manual regarding whidi a

• "•

-•

.used de-icing
ok'y ba used.

33.8' -iWhere.a>reciTOuia!tbgi.:Waatilating system could cause hazardous .contamination
of compartment air in either normal: or fault conditions, it shall be-pcsssible to stop
the recirculating system and still show compliance with 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
3.3.9 Where the air supply is used fpr example to cb6i:devices, it shall be free from any
contamination which could adversely affect their functioning.
8.3.10 Precautions shall be taken to preclude the contamination of air in occupied
compartments resulting from the operation of the aeroplane in normal and emergency
conditions. In particular:—
<a) Carbon monoxide concentrations shall not exceed 50 parts per nuUioa by volume
, for $ny .period
..i •exceeding
• .
..5 minutes.
.
b)' Carbon dioxide concentrations shall not exceed 30,000 parts per million by volume
'
'
(c) Hazardous concentrations of fire extinguishing agents shall sot be liable to occur

d) Systems employing fluids liable to give off noxious or toxic vapours or substances
' (e.g. some de-icing and rhydraulic fluids) shall not be installed-in such a manner as
to .risk hazardous contamination of the cabin air either by leakage or by use.
?c) No materials which give off noxious fumes when heated shall be used in such a
* way that they .may become heated in normal or Faiiunr'coitditiojis to the- extent
that the cabiil air woul^i become dangerously1 cerataolinairea, (See also Section
Js Chapter Jl—3,7.6.)

SUE-SECTION D«— ._,_„,.
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS

CHAPTER
VENfliAtjeM & PR|SSURIZATiOH OF CREW
4'PASSlNGJSR COMPARTMENTS

STRENGTH

6.1 All components, pipes and ducting shall have Proof and Ultimate Factors of not
less than 1:33 and 2-0 respectively on the normal maximum local working pressure in
the system.
6.2 All components, pipes and ducting shall have Proof and Ultimate Factors of not
less than 1*0 and 1-5 respectively on the maximum pressure to which they may be subjected as a result of a Reasonably Probable Failure.
6.3 No Failure of components, pipes and ducting in the air supply system, the probability
of occurrence of which is assessed as greater than Extremely Remote, shall result in a
Hazardous Effect
6.4

Additionally further factors shall be applied to cater for the following:—

(a) The maximum local temperature in the system.
(b) The provision of a sufficiently robust construction to withstand normal handling in
service.
(c) The provision of a sufficiently robust construction to be free from deleterious
shock wave or resonance effects.
NOTE: For scatter factors; for castings, see D3—10, and for adequate fatigue life, sea B3—1 App., 2.1.3-

7

TESTS Tests shall be conducted to show that all parts of the air supply and pressure
control system will function properly up to maximum altitude, h, under all probable
conditions of temperature, pressure and humidity for compartment pressures up to Apr
and for rates of climb and descent up to the maximum practicable for the aeroplane.
7.1 Consideration shall be given to the need for tests which will show that the system
is free from deleterious shock wave and/or resonance effects.

